B.I.P. booking information portal – useful information

**Abbreviations in column „status“**

- **new** = new booking
- **cxl** = cancellation
- **old** = existing booking
- **change** = in relation to "old" there has been an amendment with this booking

**Abbreviations in column „RQ/Opt.“**

- **RQ** = booking on request > we need your OK or NOGO by e-mail within 24 hours
- **O** = optional booking > please book fix! If the guest **does not want** to travel, you will get a cancellation within 3 days

**Invoices**

In column "TO" (tour operator) you will find the information to which address the invoice for the bookings has to be sent.

- **FUV** > Fit & Vital Reisen GmbH, Herbert-Rabius-Str. 26, DE-53225 Bonn
- **BAV** > Bavaria Fernreisen GmbH, Parkstr. 1, DE-61118 Bad Vilbel
- **MPG** > Mediplus Gruppe GmbH, Herbert-Rabius-Str. 26, DE-53225 Bonn

**Rooming-lists**

- **Flight destinations** > You will get rooming-lists every 60, 30 and 10 days before each arrival to check the allotment.
- **Hotel destinations** > You will get rooming-lists every 3 days before each arrival to check the bookings

**Specifications**

The B.I.P.-system is compatible with following browsers:

- Google Chrome
- Mozilla Firefox
- Microsoft Edge 13 + 14
- Internet Explorer 9 – 11
- Safari 7 – 10
- iOS (Beta) 7 – 10
- Android (Beta) Jelly Bean, KitKat, Lollipop, Marshmallow, Nougat
- Internet Explorer Mobile (Beta) 11